Claude T. Bissell Building
140 St. George Street

Building code: BL

Photo 1 - Building
Photo 2 - Long Accessible Ramp on West Side
Photo 3 - Main Entrance Stair from St. George Street

Number of Building entrances: 1
Number of Entrances with Power Openers: 1
Floors accessible via elevator: all
Floors with accessible washrooms: 1

Main Entrance
Side of building with main entrance: South
Does this entrance have a power door opener?: Yes
Is this entrance visible from the street?: No
Type of Pathway leading to entrance:

Secondary Entrance
Side of building with secondary entrance: n/a
Does this entrance have a power door opener?: n/a
Is this entrance visible from the street?: n/a
Type of Pathway leading to entrance:

A long ramp leads from the Sussex Avenue courtyard up to the main entrance on the second floor. This entrance can also be reached by coming up the long stairwell from St. George street, or by crossing over on the second floor from Robarts Library.